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n January, Japanese researchers an-

nounced the discovery of superconductiv-

ity near 40 K in magnesium diboride (MgB2) ,

a material that has been around since the

1950s (N a t u r e 2 0 0 1, 4 1 0, 64). The discov-

e ry proves the maxim: if you run across a

new metal, or an old one, cool it down. Yo u

might get a pleasant surprise.

Superconductivity in MgB2 engendered a

special evening session at the March Ameri-

can Physical Society (APS) meeting in Seat-

tle—dubbed Woodstock West by veterans

of the 1987 APS session in New York on

high-Tc superconductivity. Most indications

now suggest that MgB2 is the ultimate

strong-phonon-coupled superconductor. In

such a system, the charge carriers (holes or

electrons) are paired together by lattice

vibrations (phonons), as explained by the

B a r d e e n -C o o p e r-Schrieffer (BCS) theor y

proposed in 1956. This pairing is in con-

trast to the high-Tc (up to 164 K) copper

oxide compounds in which many believe

excitations of copper d electrons mediate

the pairing of charge carriers in a manner

not yet understood.

Several talks in Seattle supported the BCS

t h e o ry as the explanation for MgB2’s super-

c o n d u c t i v i t y. The Ames La b o r a t o ry – I o w a

State University collaboration reported a clas-

sic isotope shift of the superconducting tran-

sition temperature upward by 1 K on replace-

ment of all boron by the lighter isotope 1 0B .

In the BCS theory, the lattice vibrations,

which pair the charge carriers, depend on the

mass of the constituent atoms.

The Ames group and the University of

Wisconsin–Princeton University collabora-

tion independently reported that MgB2

appears scalable to inexpensive wire manu-

facture (Figure 1). Paul Canfield detailed

the Ames work on a method for thermally

diffusing Mg into commercially available

boron fibers. The resulting “wires” yielded

encouragingly high critical current densi-

ties. David Larbalestier of the University of

Wisconsin–Madison revealed that—unlike

the superconducting copper oxide per-

ovskites—there was a remarkable absence

of “weak-link” behavior in the applied mag-

netic field. That is, the connectivity between

M g B2 grains is good enough to allow the

robust flow of superconductivity in sub-

stantial applied magnetic fields.

I n i t i a l l y, work by David Caplin and his

c o- w o r kers at Imperial

College in London

indicated that flux

creep—the unimped-

ed motion of vortices

in a type II supercon-

ductor that results in

power dissipation and

loss—was quite large

in pristine MgB2, even

substantially below its

transition tempera-

ture. However, they

reported new data in

Seattle, which indicat-

ed that flux creep

essentially stabilizes

by 25 K when irradiat-

ed with “atomic parti-

cles.” The Imperial Col-

lege group has s ince

revealed that it used

proton bombardment of up to 2 MeV in

kinetic energy.

It has been known for some time that

bombardment of 11B by protons results in a

“light fission” reaction yielding three ener-

getic alpha particles. I would suggest that

the particles’ kinetic energy “rips up” the

M g B2 c rystal lattice and produces pinning

centers—lattice defects that help stabilize

the dissipative flow of vortices.

The boiling point of liquid nitrogen, 77 K,

is not a necessary operating temperature for

many power applications, electric cables

excepted (maybe). The reason: at the high

magnetic fields that the noncable applica-

tions encounter, neither current Generation I

b i s m u t h – s t r o n t i u m – c a l c i u m – c o p p e r

oxide/silver ox i d e - p o w d e r-in-tube supercon-

ductors nor projected Generation II super-

conductors coated with yttrium–barium–cop-

per oxide can conduct much current at 77 K.

H o w e v e r, power cables require a liquid

c ryogen for heat removal because of the

long distance (1–2 km) they span without

direct refrigeration support, the low mag-

netic fields involved, and especially their

inherent power losses under ac operation.

Superconductors are only “perfect con-

ductors” at dc; under ac

operation, there are hys-

teretic losses similar to

those in the iron cores

of transformers. Thus,

the situation could be

radically different for dc

transmission cables. It

is hard to pick an “aver-

age operating point,”

but for an early evalua-

tion of MgB2’s promise

for power usage, I chose

a temperature of 25 K

and a magnetic flux den-

sity of 1 T. This combi-

nation is close to the

operating range target-

ed for Generation I high-

Tc tape for transformers

and rotating machinery.

The figure of merit

for superconducting wire, the cost/perfor-

mance (C/P), is in units of currency per

kiloampere of critical current per meter, or

$/kA·m, stated at a particular operating

temperature, typically 2/3 of its transition

temperature and operating magnetic field.

For comparison, the C/P of niobium–titani-

um (NbTi) is roughly $1/kA·m at 4.2 K and

2 T, and that of niobium–tin (Nb3Sn) is

about $10/kA·m at 4.2 K and 10 T.  The

present C/P of Generation I high-Tc tape is

$200/kA·m at 77 K at 0.005 T, and is expect-

ed to  drop to $50/kA·m as production

capacity and sales increase. By scaling this

last number to 25 K and 1 T for comparison

with MgB2, we obtain a C/P of $20/kA·m .

Thus, the engineering economics involved

in designing a particular superconducting

power device is a trade-off between the wire

C/P at a desired operating point and the

cost of cryogenics.

For MgB2, materials costs are relatively

easy to estimate using metal commodity-
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Will MgB2 Work?

Figure 1. Will the crystal structure

of magnesium (red) diboride (yel-

low) lend itself to the production of

superconducting electric cables? 
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exchange data for magnesium and borax,

the ore for metallic boron.  It is more diffi-

cult to gauge nonmaterials production costs.

M g B2 is an intermetallic, and although it is

brittle, a recent paper (N a t u r e 2 0 0 1, 4 1 1,

53) suggests that it may be amenable to

swaging, drawing, and postprocessing meth-

ods much like those used for NbTi and

N b3Sn, the workhorse low-Tc wires used in

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) magnets

and research applications.

I took the nonmaterials cost of NbTi at

$0.225/m as a ballpark figure for MgB2

because the manufacturing techniques for

M g B2 will likely be similar. I also assumed a

wire center-core cross-sectional area of 2

m m2,  all of which is superconducting.

What is more problematic is the critical cur-

rent density, because it is changing (upward)

almost weekly.  For now, I will use the num-

ber 100,000 A/cm2, 25 K, 1 T, as reported in

July by a University of Geneva team at a

c ryogenics meeting in Madison, Wisconsin.

The materials costs of Mg and B will not

play as big a role as Nb in NbTi and Ag in

other high-temperature superconductors.

In arriving at a total C/P of $0.45/kA·m, I

have assumed an extraction cost of $10/kg

($0.01/g) to chemically reduce raw boron

pentahydrate to metallic boron, and a simi-

lar amount to subsequently react Mg and B

for wire processing. Admittedly, these num-

bers are wet-fingers-in-the-wind estimates

and could wind up substantially in error,

but let’s say they represent a lower limit.

As an upper limit, I estimate the purchase

price of commercially prepared MgB2,

presently $750/kg, to drop to $300/kg with

future volume demand.  This yields a C/P

for MgB2 wire in  the  range of 0.16 to

$0.88/kA·m, 25 K, 1 T.  When we compare

this result with $20/kA·m for Generation I

tape, we see that MgB2 wire would be com-

petitive for power devices such as trans-

formers and rotating machinery, in which

h i g h -Tc superconductors would need to be

cooled to operate properly. Fu r t h e r m o r e ,

M g B2 wire could potentially replace NbTi

in future MRI magnets.

But what about something “far out” that

M g B2 might enable? The boiling point of

hydrogen at atmospheric pressure is 20.13

K. Thus, one might envision liquid hydro-

gen or cold hydrogen gas as a cryogen for

an MgB2-based dc cable system delivering

both electrical and chemical energy to an

end user—a hydrogen–superconductivity

symbiosis to enable an emissions-free ener-

gy economy in the future. 

This year, at a peer-review panel meeting

of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Super-

conducting Program for Electric Po w e r, I

presented a vision of a community pow-

ered by a system based on a symbiosis of

n u c l e a r, hydrogen, and superconducting

technologies (Figure 2). I placed it in a

remote part of Mexico, off the power grid,

and called it Laguna Genome, a green-

sited, biotech-industrial and residential

development of 50,000 people.

The community derives its power from a

1 , 5 0 0 - M W, pebble-bed-reactor, Generation

4 nuclear plant, one-third of whose output

is used to manufacture liquid hydrogen

through electrolysis of water. One could

imagine an MgB2 transmission cable loop

cooled by liquid hydrogen with distribution

taps to end users employing shorter high-Tc

copper oxide cables using gaseous hydrogen

in the 60 to 70 K range. The transition from

transmission to distribution voltages, and

liquid to gaseous hydrogen, would occur at

substations, which would also store gaseous

hydrogen at room temperature and high

pressure to power substation-sited fuel cells

for load peaking. Residential and industrial

customers would have a choice of energy

source, perhaps using electricity for its usual

purposes and cold hydrogen for space con-

ditioning (cooling and heating), cooking,

and hot water, as well as in fuel-cell-powered

personal and business vehicles.  Ad d i t i o n a l-

l y, hydrogen or electricity would power com-

muter transportation.

Several reporters present in Seattle aske d

how I would compare the MgB2 d i s c o v e ry

and the attendant commotion of 2001 with

the 1987 APS session on high-Tc s u p e r c o n-

d u c t i v i t y.  There were some similarities,

including the overcrowded ballroom in Seat-

tle and a few altercations in the foyer between

latecomers and hotel security barring them

from entry. There were 70 speakers, each

allotted 2 minutes with 1 minute for ques-

tions (in 1987, we had 5 minutes plus anoth-

er minute for questions). By the time my

turn came to speak at 11:30 p.m., I jokingly

r e m a r ked that I thought the field was now

old enough to deserve a review talk. 

Although “Woodstock West” was indeed

exciting, the meeting in New York was the

experience of a lifetime—until room-tem-

perature superconductivity finally arrives.

Paul M. Grant is a Science Fellow at

the Electric Power Research Institute

in Palo Alto, Cal ifornia (pgrant@

epri.com). The Forum department is

initiated by the American Physical

S o c i e t y’s Forum on Industrial and

Applied Phys ics (FIAP). For more

information about the Forum, please

visit the FIAP Web s ite  (http://

w w w. a p s . o r g / F I A P / i n d ex.html), or

contact the chair, Laura Smoliar

(Laura.Smoliar@ gte.net).

Figure 2. An emissions-free, light indus-

trial/residential community of the future

uses nuclear power, with hydrogen and

dc electric energy supplied via a

cryo/superconducting delivery system.
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WWorld energy consumption is expected

to grow from about 400 quads per

year to more than 600 quads by 2020, a

50% increase. How to supply and configure

the energy economy and infrastructure for

such a world is one of the principal chal-

lenges facing civilization today. In a Forum

column describing the new superconductor

magnesium diboride, I hinted at a future

society whose energy supply might rely on a

symbiosis of nuclear, hydrogen, and super-

conductivity technologies (The Industrial

Physicist, October/November 2001, pp.

22–23). SuperCity, a visionary future ener-

gy community, expands on this concept. It

is based on emerging societal boundaries

and constraints that can be addressed by

foreseeable advances in energy science and

technology. No new discoveries are assumed

or needed.

Hydrogen will play a crucial role in

SuperCity. Imagine a city that is approxi-

mately the size and population (about

600,000) of Seattle with roughly an equal

mix of urban, suburban–residential, and

light-industrial buildings—one that requires

a baseline power supply from electrical and

chemical sources of 1,500 MW—envi-

sioned for existence by 2020. Hydrogen is

not only a way to store electricity, but it also

can function as an alternative to fossil fuels

as thermal energy and aid in delivering elec-

tricity almost without loss.

Not everyone will agree with my project-

ed World or share my selection of social

constraints or my idea of the ideal, but the

exercise should spotlight some of the issues

and solutions for future analysis by scien-

tists and policymakers.

Assumptions
By 2020, we will live in a world where: 

• a high degree of international coopera-

tion exists, especially with regard to

weapons of mass destruction, and orga-

nized terrorism has been contained.

Such a world will be necessary to provide

the greatest freedom of choice among

energy options with maximum security

and sustainable fuel supplies.

• worldwide electricity use has soared.

Today’s industrialized societies consume

about 215 quads per year and the rest of

the world around 185 quads. By 2020,

the split is expected to be 270 to 330

quads, respectively. (A quad equals 1015

Btu, or 3 × 1011 kW•h—enough electrici-

ty to power three cities the size of New

York for a year.)

• either greenhouse-gas-driven global cli-

mate change is a confirmed scientific fact

or the world’s nations have adopted poli-

cies to eliminate its possibility, despite

whatever uncertainties may remain. 

Society will only accept technology solu-

tions that have:

• the least environmental impact, defined

as minimizing or perhaps essentially

eliminating pollution of the earth’s land,

air, and water.

• the most benign and minimal intrusion

into the eco-structure possible, defined

as preserving, and perhaps increasing,

Earth’s remaining wilderness and land

reserves. I also include visual protection

of SuperCity’s countryside.

• the highest achievable reliability and

security of energy generation, delivery,

storage, and end use. 

By 2020, I envision much of urban and

suburban humanity living in communities

modeled on various aspects of SuperCity,

with energy efficiency being the common

thread in all future technology deployment.

Baseline generation
Baseline power is that which is constantly

available to the community. It can range

from 70 to almost 100% of maximum

demand, depending on importable or alter-

native sources. What technologies will not

qualify under our guidelines as baseline sup-

ply? Unless an unanticipated breakthrough

occurs in carbon dioxide sequestration,

energy production by combustion of fossil

fuels—oil, gas, and coal—are off the agenda.

Implementing biomass—considered “zero

emission” on the 1- to 25-year time scale of a

chlorophyll-driven photolytic cycle—would

inevitably increase land use beyond that nec-

essary for food production. And, like coal,

biomass requires continual harvesting and

transport to generation centers. As we shall

see, most conventional renewables do not

have a place at the table either.

The use of hydropower for energy gener-

ation and storage involves extensive viola-

tion of the ecosystem. One would, in fact,

hope that many existing reservoirs could be

returned to their natural state. Wind power

requires more than 75 square miles to

accommodate our target baseline (at a per

wind unit capacity of 1 MW spaced 1,000 ft

apart). Anyone who has driven through Cal-

ifornia’s Altamont Pass has observed the

obfuscation of the landscape that windmills

can create and the adverse implications for

migratory birds. Solar farms are equally

land-use intensive and esthetically unattrac-

tive. Economically accessible geothermal

sources are usually found near natural geo-

logic formations better put aside as wilder-

ness or parks.

In terms of energy–power density—and

thus, minimizing the ecological footprint,
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maximizing safety and security, and achiev-

ing zero greenhouse-gas emissions—nuclear

fission power has no peer. In terms of sus-

tainable fuel supply, depending on the

choice of radioactinide cycle and reprocess-

ing technology, there exist 300 to 800 years

of reserves.

Nuclear-reactor designs based on high-

temperature, helium-gas-cooled reactors are

now being developed in several countries,

notably South Africa, China, Germany,

Great Britain, Japan, and Russia, with par-

tial financial support from several U.S. utili-

ties. These reactors use hot (900 °C), high-

pressure helium gas derived from passage

through the fissile core to drive a turbine

connected to an electric generator. Unlike

currently employed light water reactors,

gas-cooled reactors cannot melt down if the

coolant gas is lost. They are designed to dis-

sipate excess heat by passive convection

and conduction to their surroundings, and

a pyrolytic graphite and silicon carbide shell

protects the fuel elements to temperatures

of up to 2,000 °C.

The pebble-bed variant of the gas-cooled

reactor design, in which baseball-sized

spheres of fuel continually flow, has received

considerable attention. Spent-fuel pebbles

are separated and replaced with fresh fuel in

the process, eliminating downtime for refuel-

ing. I envision six modular 250-MW (elec-

tric) pebble-bed, gas-turbine helium reactors

providing an optimal baseline-energy supply

for SuperCity and heat for industrial use.

Renewing the nuclear option requires

addressing four critical issues—accidents,

attacks, disposal, and diversion. First, acci-

dents like those at Chernobyl and Three

Mile Island cannot happen with thermally

passive, gas-cooled reactors. Also, such

reactors do not need massive amounts of

water or cooling towers, and they can be

placed underground, an essential require-

ment since September 11, 2001. Most sci-

entists who have studied the problem of

high-level waste disposal in depth have con-

cluded there is a vanishingly small risk of

leakage and dispersal from carefully chosen

repositories on any time scale human

beings can intelligently comprehend. More-

over, the volume of waste requiring intern-

ment can be vastly reduced through

increased deployment of breeding and

reprocessing technologies. The last con-

cern—the diversion of reactor fuel and sub-

sidiary materials to producing weapons of

mass destruction—is, in my opinion, the

most serious remaining obstacle to the

widespread return of nuclear power. This is

why the boundary condition that world

tranquility prevails is vital to the realization

of SuperCity. It is absolutely necessary to

control and account for ever y gram of

actinide material used for peaceful power

production, from tailings to tomb. 

Supplemental generation
Baseline generation targets the power

supply that must always be available. How

much supplemental, or peaking, power an

urban area may require depends on many

variables, including weather, latitude, diur-

nal needs, and access to outside sources.

Two potential peaking-generation options
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are solar roofs and combustion

of waste biomass. A large por-

tion of the SuperCity habitat

will naturally consist of build-

ings—industrial, commercial,

and residential—whose accu-

mulated roof area lies outside

the constraint of minimizing

eco-invasion of land for energy

production. Assuming SuperCi-

ty contains 5,000 buildings

with an average roof area of

2,000 ft2, an installed average

dc yield of crystalline silicon of

10 peak W/ft2 will produce 100 MWe of

peaking power at brightest sunlight, or

about 7% of baseline. Let’s also say that its

inhabitants produce an average of 1.5 lb

(0.7 kg) of combustible food, paper, and

other organic waste daily with an energy

density of 10 MJ/kg, or about 40% that of

coal. For a population of 600,000, SuperCi-

ty can recover a supplemental generation

capacity of around 50 MW from a resource

that is in accord with both my constraints

on greenhouse-gas emissions (net zero in

the short term) and restrictions on land use

(garbage disposal is necessary).

So by combining solar roofs with com-

munally derived biofuels, we might expect

to add a total supplemental power resource

of 150 MWe to the electrical baseline. How-

ever, there will be times when the sum of

the baseline and intermittent supplemental

generation is either under or over demand.

Clearly, a way to store electricity is needed.

It is often remarked that the Achilles’

heel of electric energy is that there are few

convenient ways to store it. Electricity is

practically the purest form of kinetic ener-

gy, but to convert it to potential energy usu-

ally means pumping water uphill into stor-

age reservoirs or using batteries. 

Of the chemical-storage choices, hydro-

gen is perhaps optimum because it is readily

produced from and returned to electrical

kinetic energy. Both paths are necessary

because hydrogen must be made from

something, and the simplest source is water,

H2O. Under SuperCity’s boundary condi-

tions and constraints, hydrogen recovery

from biomass or fossil sources is cheating

because CO2 would result by chemical

necessity. Present hydrolysis technology is

capable of 80% efficiency in converting elec-

tricity into hydrogen. I envision transform-

ing the power output of the six modular

pebble-bed reactors into hydrogen or direct

electricity as needed, with the resulting

ancillary oxygen released to the atmosphere

or sold for industrial processes. 

Energy pipeline
From the date of its discovery in 1911,

physicists dreamed of using superconduc-

tivity to transmit electricity without loss.

However, the current-carrying capacity of

the early materials was far below the levels

of conventional metallic conductors. By the

late 1980s, many Type II superconductors,

ranging in temperature operation between

the boiling point of liquid helium and above

the boiling point of liquid nitrogen, had

been discovered that could transport much

higher current densities. These develop-

ments led to the construction and testing of

several superconducting-cable demonstra-

tions that continue today.

Direct current is the preferred method for

transmitting electricity through a supercon-

ducting cable because ac losses inherent in

the physics of Type II materials can cause

serious thermal heating and power dissipa-

tion. The use of high-temperature supercon-

ductors (HTSs) allows a range of possible

cooling cr yogens, among them liquid

and cold gaseous hydrogen. The concept

of SuperCity includes a combined electri-



cal–chemical energy transmission–distribu-

tion system based on copper oxide or mag-

nesium diboride superconducting wire and

liquid hydrogen produced by baseline elec-

tricity generation for fuel delivery and as a

cryogen. The hydrogen will flow through an

underground transmission loop delivering

1,000 MW of electrical power and 200 MWt

of hydrogen (700 MBtu/h).

Substations
In the current electric grid, a hierarchy of

substations functions to reduce voltage and

redistribute power on a local scale. In

SuperCity, the function of the substation is

expanded and modified to include the stor-

age and generation of hydrogen by reversible

fuel cells. To the storage of centrally gener-

ated hydrogen and its delivery through the

energy pipeline, we add surplus power

obtained from SuperCity’s solar-roof and

waste-biomass sources converted to hydro-

gen at such substations, which would then

regenerate electricity to serve peak-load

demands. Redistribution of electricity and

hydrogen takes place at lower voltages,

down-stepped by solid-state dc transform-

ers over a local network of energy pipelines

carrying gaseous hydrogen at 60 to 70 K.

Hydrogen would again act as an energy

delivery agent and as a cryogen for HTS

cables. For security and esthetics, substa-

tions would be situated underground.

Perhaps the most unique feature of

SuperCity is the consumer’s choice between

chemical and electric power. For example,

cold hydrogen could be passed through heat

exchangers to provide air conditioning before

undergoing combustion for water heating

and cooking. When weather conditions

require space heating rather than cooling,

the difference between the ambient tempera-

ture and that of delivered hydrogen would be

thermoelectrically converted to electricity.

Transportation in SuperCity will fully

exploit electric–hydrogen concepts. Under-

ground rail transit will be electrically dri-

ven, while large surface vehicles will

use hydrogen-based fuel cells. Personal

vehicles would employ balanced hybrid bat-

tery–hydrogen technology. For commuting

and local travel, ample battery capacity will

sustain short hops between rechargings. For

longer travel, fuel cells powered by hydro-

gen from on-board tanks—initially filled

from the household supply and then at

fueling stations en route—will get the fami-

ly to distant destinations.

Energy future 
SuperCity is one model of an energy-

structured metropolis, from which parts

can be drawn for actual application. It is a

quiltlike blend of separate, relatively well-

understood technologies, although cost–

performance challenges remain. The con-

cept should nonetheless prove most useful

for gaining some insight into how to stitch

these patches together. 

Building a SuperCity would be a huge

financial and engineering undertaking.

Even the independent deployment of its

various elements may be beyond the

resources of private investment and would

likely require government participation.

Implementing the technologies represented

in SuperCity, collectively or independently,

would, I believe, require rethinking present

trends in deregulating and restructuring of

the electric-energy industry—its re-social-

ization, if you will—to ensure the timely

development and use of advanced technolo-

gies in the long-term public interest. 

Further reading
International Energy Outlook 2001; U.S.

Department of Energy: Washington, DC,

March 2001; 274 pp.

Garwin, R. L.; Matisoo, J. Proc. IEEE

1967, 55, 538.

Perry, T. S. Nuclear Power Gets a Second

Look. IEEE Spectrum Special Report;

November 2001; p. 32.

Rhodes, R.; Beller, D. The Need for

Nuclear Power. Foreign Affairs, January/Feb-

ruary 2000, p. 30. Ω
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PP aul Grant’s article “Energy for the City of

the Future,” in the February/March 2002

issue of The Industrial Physicist, was great. It

should win a prize for maximizing information

per page. Even if someone wanted to disagree

with the author on a point here or there (which

is, after all, what makes a horse race), the arti-

cle clearly defines issues that might be debated.

When I teach physics majors, I usually have

the honors students do an informal energy

study of the Washington, DC, metropolitan

area, starting with Fermi estimates of supply

and demand, then finding the actual numbers,

and finally asking them questions about alter-

natives—what would it take to get all of the

energy from hydro, solar, geothermal, and so

on? Grant’s article is now on the top of the

reading list.

Chris Lobb

Maryland Center for Superconductivity 

Research

University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland

lobb@squid.umd.edu

I read “Energy for the City of the Future” with

great interest. I have always been concerned

about energy sources, their impact on the envi-

ronment, and their long-term potentials. If the

writer’s assumptions are met, then he may well

have a technically plausible solution for energy

production and consumption. But what I do not

see in his solution is any allowance for the

“human factor” in a SuperCity world.

Is this city just for wage earners who can

afford the energy? Where are the slums? Does

industry not compete in SuperCity?  Where do

new office buildings and manufacturing sites go?

What happens to the old ones?  If people go

bankrupt, are they still responsible for maintain-

ing the thermal collectors on their rooftops, or

does the energy department own and maintain

those? If those are owned and maintained by the

government, how does one go about expanding

an existing structure?  Humans and, in particu-

lar, capitalistic humans, don’t fit very well into

this scheme.

But the most difficult obstacle (to which the

author does allude) requires us to answer yes

to the famous question, “Can’t we all just get

along?” Unfortunately, the answer is no. So,

I’m back to wondering what we are going to do

about energy.

Kurt Erickson

Pendleton, South Carolina

[Author replies: Contrary to Mr. Erickson’s

view, I maintain that SuperCity is all about the

“human factor.”  The “emerging societal bound-

aries and constraints” I refer to in the introduc-

tion are directly related to the human desire for

sufficient energy, a protected environment, and

an uncluttered ecology. Let me address a few of

his points more directly.

Slums. I’m not aware of any city planner who

sets aside urban plots for “slum development.”

In the past, such areas have resulted from a

combination of social inequities and less than

cost-of-living income, situations we are smart

enough to eliminate with continued economic

development and growth.

“Where do new office buildings and manu-

facturing sites go?” Where they go at present,

and when local resources become saturated

and further growth uneconomic, to other, new

developing urban areas or SuperCities.
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“Ownership of rooftop energy

production.” Let the voters of

SuperCity decide between public

and private ownership. I suspect

that most people would choose the

latter, with the energy so produced

partially offsetting the cost of grid-

supplied electricity, and the capital

plant being part of the structure

itself (like house plumbing and

wiring and many appliances), and

thus transferable under conditions

of sale…or bankruptcy.

“Can’t we all just get along?”  In a world

possessing enormous numbers of weapons of

mass destruction, threatened by their prolifer-

ation, with terrorism yet to be contained, the

answer is simple. We’d better.

Paul Grant]

While I agree with Paul Grant’s utopian

concept of a future world with a nuclear–solar–

wind–hydrogen energy base, I wish to make a

few comments.

First, the change from fossil fuels by the

United States should be based on the fight

against terrorism, since current payments for

oil fund terrorists who are dedicated to the

destruction of the United States. Further-

more, our huge foreign trade imbalance and

the increasing percentage of national debt

owed to foreign interests may well constitute

a greater danger to the stability of the United

States than terrorists’ bombs.

In the area of technology, I see that fusion

energy is too far off for current planning, but

we should consider the use of decentralized,

but still large-sized, nuclear reactors accom-

panied by fuel recycling. Based on France’s

approach of having 85% of electricity from

nuclear power, this should be the first line of

energy production, supplemented by solar

and wind energy. Facilities for producing the

latter should be located not where usage is

highest but where efficiency is greatest, that

is, in deserts for solar and in the Midwest for

wind—to provide hydrogen for mobile

requirements and electricity to supplement

the power grids.

Finally, I do not share one of the author’s

concerns—the “diversion” of nuclear fuel for

terrorist uses. New fuel rods contain very long

lived isotopes of uranium and/or plutonium

that produce little radioactivity and which are

chemically relatively inert. Thus, misuse of

new fuel rods represents little threat unless

there are facilites to remove the 238U and

increase the 235U to more than 90%, which is

difficult without very high cost and sophisti-

cated facilities. 

Spent fuel rods, which contain less of the

uranium and/or plutonium, are so highly

radioactive when first removed that they

would be difficult to steal, transport, and work

with to create the so-called dirty nuclear bomb

(a chemical explosion that spreads radioactivi-

ty over broad areas). 

A major concern that is often

mentioned is the threat that recy-

cling fuel would create 239Pu,

which could be accumulated to

make a nuclear weapon. However,

numerous scientists claim that

recycling produces a slight amount

of 240Pu, which has little effect on

the use of the 239Pu in a nuclear

reactor but is sufficient to “poison”

the mixure so that it cannot be

used as a nuclear bomb unless the

terrorists  have a highly sophisticated isotope

separation facility to remove the 240Pu and

concentrate the 239Pu.

One point with which I disagree with Dr.

Grant is on the possible use of superconduc-

tivity for long, more-efficient transmission

lines. I believe that the efficiency is already

high, and I would be concerned about the

total amount of coolant (liquid hydrogen, heli-

um, or nitrogen) required and, even more, the

risk of severe destruction from a sudden loss

of high-temperature superconductivity (HTS)

somewhere along the line. Thus, I suggest

restriction of HTS use to generators, trans-

formers, and other localized mechanisms.

Fred Schaff

Spring Grove, Pennsylvania

flschaff@sun-link.com

[Author replies: I agree that terrorism today

is likely significantly funded by Middle East

oil revenues, which is another cogent reason

for reducing oil consumption.

On fusion and renewables, I agree… most-

ly. Fusion is way off and would probably not

be based on deuterium–tritium or deuteri-

um–deuterium, because of the huge scale

necessary to boil water with 14-MeV neu-

trons. Exploitation of lunar 3He reserves,

whose fusion reaction produces charged

alpha particles for direct electricity genera-

tion, may be possible. 

On wind and solar power, I think that

many environmentalists and conservationists

(including me) would have some difficulty

with obliterating “useless” desert and Mid-

west land areas.

On diversion of nuclear fuel: Although dif-

ficult technological challenges do keep repro-
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cessing out of the hands of the bad guys, we

need international control of the actinide

cycle for electric power production from mine

to grave, as I allude to in my article.

On redundancy of superconducting lines:

All power delivery infrastructure requires

redundancy and security, and superconductiv-

ity presents no special problem. Under-

grounding is the best approach, but nothing is

bulletproof against a prepared and determined

aggressor. At present, the thousands of miles

of conventional aboveground pipeline and

overhead electrical transmission networks are

overwhelmingly vulnerable to attack. I invite

Mr. Schaff to invent his own scenarios for their

straightforward destruction, as I have done.

Since September 11th, preventing such attacks

is, in my opinion, the most pressing home

security challenge.

Paul Grant]

It’s a little deceptive of Paul Grant to

describe a passive cooled nuclear reactor, then

state that we have nuclear fuel for 300 to 800

years.  The relatively safe reactors he describes

have enough fuel for only 25 years of world

energy production. The only way to extend

the available fuel would be to use much more

dangerous and commercially unproven breed-

er reactors.

Brian Donovan

Xyron Semiconductor

Wilsonville, Oregon

Britrenth@aol.com

[Author replies: I’m somewhat at a loss as to

where Mr. Donovan obtains his number,

“…enough fuel for only 25 years of world ener-

gy production.” The most pessimistic figure I’ve

seen is 35 years—if the entire present electricity

production of the United States were suddenly

converted to nuclear energy, fueled only by

domestic uranium reserves, without any repro-

cessing (this does not include the huge net

amount of uranium salts in seawater, albeit

recoverable at higher cost than land ore deposits).

Should we continue at present levels (20% of

U.S. electricity supplied by nuclear), known

domestic reserves would suffice for about 170

years, again without reprocessing. With repro-

cessing, we obtain my worldwide figure of 300

to 800 years, depending on the mix of nuclear

with other generation methods.  

These numbers, which can be found in sev-

eral textbooks and reviews of nuclear power,

do not include the considerable amount of

energy that can and will be recovered from the

dismantling of the nuclear arsenals of the U.S.

and Russia, perhaps tripling “reserves” world-

wide. With respect to fast breeder technology,

which is neither unsafe nor unproven—sim-

ply undeveloped at present because of the low

price and availability of uranium ore—some

people have estimated that we have planetary

capability for  15,000 years.

Paul Grant] Ω
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City of the future 
 
When windmills are used to generate 
power, they extract power from the 
wind. I assume this means that the wind has 
lost some energy. This suggests that if there 
were enough windmills, then the wind could 
cease to exist, which would create weather 
havoc around the world. At what point 
would there be too many windmills? 
Duane Warner 
Air Force Research Laboratories 
Kettering, Ohio 
Duane.Warner@wpafb.af.mil 
[Author replies: Not being an expert on 
extracting energy from the wind, I brought 
your question to one of my colleagues at the 
Electric Power Research Institute, Chuck 
McGowin, who runs our wind program. 
Here is his answer: 
The maximum theoretical fraction of the 
power in the wind that can be extracted 
(called the Betz limit) is about 59%, based 
on an energy balance between the air stream 
flowing in front of, and behind, the rotor. In 
practice, the collection efficiency is usually 
30–45%. To significantly affect the local 
wind flow at ground level, it would be necessary 
to cover the entire area exposed to the 
wind from ground level to an elevation of, 
say, 200 m with spinning turbine rotors, 
which is, of course, impractical. In fact, 
wind turbines are purposely designed with 
rotors elevated above the ground, and the 
typical wind turbine site layout is designed 
to minimize the energy losses resulting from 
wake turbulence created by upwind turbines 
affecting the efficiency of downwind turbines. 
For that reason, the wind turbines are 
deliberately separated by at least 1.5 to 8 
rotor diameters. 
The energy extracted by wind turbines 
from the wind is thus a negligible fraction of 
the available energy. 
These and other interesting wind energy 
topics are addressed by the Guided Tour at 
the Danish Wind Energy Association site at 
www.windpower.dk. 
Paul Grant] 
In your recent article “Energy for the City 
of the Future” (The Industrial Physicist, February/ 
March 2002, pp. 22–25), the efficiency 
factor for hydrolysis is quoted as 80%. What 

about the energy needed to produce electricity 
for the hydrolysis and to transport liquid 
hydrogen through the network? What would 
the resultant efficiency rating look like after 
taking account of these factors? How does it 
compare with fossil fuel energy efficiency? 
Robert B. Szerbiak 
Geosciences Department 
University of Texas at Dallas 
Richardson, Texas 
szerbiak@utdallas.edu 
[Author replies: A quantitative answer 
depends on various end-user choices, societal 
and policy pressures, and, of course, economics. 
Some advocates of the hydrogen economy 
believe that central generation, transmission, 
and distribution of electricity will no longer 
be required—that we should generate and 
distribute hydrogen and make whatever electricity 
is needed via fuel cells at the end point. 
On the other side, the “electricians” maintain 
that the stability, reliability, and universality of 
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centrally generated electricity will always be

needed. In fact, history tells us that the dual

generation and delivery of potential (chemi-

cal) and kinetic (electric) energy together are

essential, as witnessed by the cohabitation

of the gas and electricity industries for the

past 60 years. 

The principal argument for hydrogen is

to mitigate carbon emissions from coal,

methane, and gasoline in the face of the

enormous cost of adapting to global warm-

ing. However, hydrogen must be manufac-

tured by either electrolysis or thermal

“cracking” of water, both, preferably, using

nuclear power. My preference is electrolysis

because of its higher efficiency and use of a

single modular reactor-generator design

that easily can be switched between mak-

ing hydrogen and grid-delivered electricity.

According to estimates I’ve seen from a

hydrogen industry association, at an elec-

tricity cost of $0.025/kW•h, liquid hydro-

gen produced by the electrolysis of water

would run $1.80/gal, compared with

$0.60/gal for diesel fuel out of the refinery.

Keep in mind that the future cost of fossil

fuel has nowhere to go but up as reserves

fall, and way up if Kyoto-type protocols are

imposed. Extrapolating all transport losses

from a previous study we did for a liquid-

nitrogen-cooled dc cable transporting

5 GWe with a cryogen flow of 8 L/s (the

liquid-hydrogen power equivalent of 60

MW), gives a loss of 3 MW/1,000 km—

about twice that suffered if the same

amount of power were transported by a

high-voltage dc transmission line.

Paul Grant]

Thanks for a clear article on energy poli-

cy for the future. However, if nuclear ener-

gy is so safe, why is the nuclear power sys-

tem hiding behind the Price–Anderson

Act, which essentially waives its liability to

damages caused by accidents? Until this is

eliminated, I know these plants are not

really safe or economically competitive.

David Rubin

Micro-Net

Rochester, New York

jdrubin@frontiernet.net

Letters
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[Author replies: The Price–Anderson Act

covers many liabilities and issues in applied

nuclear technology, of which the nuclear

power industry is only one component.

With due respect to Mr. Rubin’s com-

ments, Price–Anderson does not “waive”

that industry’s liability for nuclear plant

accidents. In fact, it guarantees it. The act

provides a self-funding insurance frame-

work totaling more than $9 billion. The

companies pool resources to cover liability

incurred by any one of them. Each nuclear

power company pays premiums to either

the American Nuclear Insurers or the

Mutual Atomic Energy Reinsurance Pool,

must meet rigorous standards of safety in

operation and design, and must undergo

periodic review to qualify as a policy hold-

er. I believe that such qualification is also

required by the Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission for both initial and continued

plant licensing and relicensing. Since the

inception of Price–Anderson in 1957, as far

as I know, no public funds have been

expended to reimburse commercial nuclear

plant liability claims, including those aris-

ing from the incident at Three Mile Island,

all costs having been paid by the insurers

and the utilities. 

In the event of a serious accident,

Price–Anderson affords the individual

nuclear utility some protection from a con-

certed “tort attack” that might drive it into

bankruptcy by spreading the liability

throughout the entire industry. All claims

must be presented to one of the nuclear

insurers, a one-stop shop for claimants, if

you will.

The Price–Anderson Act has been

renewed three times since 1957 and,

in March of this year, the Senate approved

its next renewal by an overwhelming

majority. The House is expected to follow

suit this summer. In fact, since the events

of September 11, 2001, Price–Anderson

is now beginning to be considered by

many legislators as a model for other

industries—such as the airlines—that

encounter rare events with considerable

public consequences.

Although I am not a lawyer, my opinion is

that there’s nothing wrong with the section

of the act related to nuclear power utilities.

Paul Grant]

Lunar solar power
[The article “Solar Power via the Moon”

(The Industrial Physicist, April/May 2002,

p. 12–15) received widespread attention in

the media, including ABCNews.com, Unit-

ed Press International, National Geograph-

ic Online, The Ottawa Citizen, Die Welt

(Germany), Repubblica and Macchina del

Tempo (Italy), Business A.M. (Scotland), The

Straits Times (Singapore), German Sat.1

TV, BBC-Scotland, ScienceDaily.com,

Spaceflightnow.com, Slashdot.org, Green

nature.com, Edie.net, Spacedaily.com,

AviationNow.com, Astronomer.com, Cos

miverse.com, and National Science Teach-

ers Association online—Ed.]

“Solar Power via the Moon” (The Indus-

trial Physicist, April/May 2002, pp. 12–15)

describes another option of power from

space systems that are envisaged to come

into reality in this century. Central to these

schemes is microwave power transmission

from space to Earth. Criswell chooses the

2.45-GHz industrial, scientific, and med-

ical (ISM) band as optimum and then

assumes that wireless communications
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systems that operate at this frequency or

its harmonics will vacate these bands and

relocate to other frequencies. Before this

happens, however, there must be a momen-

tous shift in political power from wireless

industries to a fledgling energy industry.

The scenario of radio-frequency interfer-

ence (RFI) between wireless and ISM will

be played out between owners of more

than 300 million microwave ovens in the

world and the expanding wireless systems.

Although a prime technical problem is

that of RFI, public acceptance of ambient

microwaves will require a diminution of the

electrophobia that has hindered the deploy-

ment of microwave technology, as in the

current controversy over cell phones.

John M. Osepchuk

Full Spectrum Consulting: 

Electromagnetic Energy

Concord, Massachusetts

jmosepchuk@cs.com

[Author replies: Global prosperity requires

a new source of clean and lower-cost com-

mercial electric power. The annual net rev-

enue from 20 TW of electrical power, sold at

$0.01/kW•h, would be about $1,500 bil-

lion per year, which far exceeds the net rev-

enues of the global wireless industry. Gross

world product could increase by a factor of

10 or more with this electrical input.

The electromagnetic spectrum is a com-

mon benefit of the terrestrial biosphere. In

principle, the spectrum is open to realloca-

tion for the greatest good of humanity. In

practice, each nation has control over the

use of the electromagnetic fields above its

boundaries. Poor nations are free to place a

higher premium on access to clean, abun-

dant, and low-cost power than on retention

of existing spectrum allocations.

Some groups, especially in the rich

nations, express fears of microwaves, mag-

netic fields of power lines, and emissions of

cell phones. The controversy over cell

phones and power lines is abating in the

United States. Lawsuits over power lines

have been unsuccessful. Solar power from

space or the moon would be delivered to

industrially zoned rectennas from which the

general public is excluded. Stray power

could be far below the Institute of Electrical

and Electronic Engineers’ standards for con-

tinuous exposure of the general population.

The Lunar Solar Power (LSP) System can

be implemented at 2.45 GHz, 5.8 GHz, or

other frequencies. Beams at 2.45 GHz suf-

fer less attenuation in passing through the

moisture of the atmosphere. Beams operat-

ed at other frequencies may require more

costly combinations of more rectennas,

long-distance power transmission, power

storage, and power conditioning. 

David Criswell]

In transporting any kind of power from

the moon to Earth, efficiency is the prob-

lem. Propagation loss is proportional to the

squared inverse of distance and to wave-

length. At 12 cm, the propagation loss for

the 384,000-km path from the moon to

Earth will be ~ 212 dB, or 1.6 × 1021.

Thus, you would recover one part in 1021

on the surface of Earth. Some advantage

would be gained by using geostationary

satellites. They are about 10 times closer

than the moon, but you gain only ~ 20 dB,

or 100 times more. This amount of energy is

worthless, a fact that ought to end all similar

microwave power transmission dreams.

Jiri Polivka

Spacek Labs., Inc.

Santa Barbara, California

[Author replies: Mr. Polivka provides a

unique interpretation of the concept of

wireless power transmission (WPT). His

calculation assumes that all the power is

radiated from one small aperture located at

the distance of the moon from the Earth.

The radiating power expands spherically

over the moon–Earth distance and is of

negligible intensity at Earth. Neither his

model nor his calculation has any relation

to WPT or to the LSP System described in

the April/May issue of TIP.

WPT systems are not exotic. They are

essentially specialized forms of radar. In the

simplest radar system, the microwave source

Letters
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[David Criswell gives a longer response

to readers in “Return to the moon” on page

TK.—Ed.]

Geothermal energy
In the article by Paul Grant, “Energy for

the city of the future” (The Industrial Physi -

cist, February/March 2002, pp. 22–25) and

in the responses by your readers, nobody

mentioned in an appropriate manner an

energy resource that is safe, environmental-

ly clean, reliable, and virtually unlimited—-

geothermal energy. Is it too easy to convert

clean water into steam and generate elec-

tricity and heating for industry and homes

at every location on mother Earth? Instead,

we waste valuable fossil resources by burn-

ing coal and oil. All the other future energy

options discussed involve impressive dan-

gers, limits, and restrictions, as well as the

spending of immense amounts of taxpayer

money on R&D. As long as narrow minded

leaders, politicians, and lobbyists offer only

a tunnel vision for the taxpayer, it seems

nothing will change.

The technology is available to pulse-drill

i n expensive and fast holes 16 miles down

into the crust of the Earth, using pulse-mix-

ing to create strong and heat-resistant

e p ox y-ceramic pipes to protect  the under-

ground watertable, and create an under-

ground cavern big enough to heat and store

the water–steam medium to supply energy

to every city. The turbines generating the

required electricity and hot water could be

used for many heating purposes, as  is

already done on a small scale in some vol-

canic areas. Hypersonic pulse energy has

the potential to open an unlimited energy

window for mankind. The technology has

been proven for many years in testbenches,

h e a v y-duty construction equipment, and

many other applications.

Where are the visionaries, the investors,

the managers, and others to understand

these simple concepts and participate in

this much brighter energy future ?

Helmut E. Sieke

Sirex Pulse Hydraulic Systems, Inc.

Prescott, Arizona

sirex@sieke.com

[Author replies: Helmut Sieke takes me

(and the prev ious respondents to my

“ S u p e r C i t y” T I P article) to task for not

appropriately mentioning the potential of

geothermal technology as a renewable ener-

gy source of the future.  

His letter affords me an opportunity to

expand my brief remark that tapping the

most readily available, and therefore most

economic, near-surface hydrothermal

sources would be ecologically invasive. I am

familiar with three such existing facilities—

one in Napa County, California, called “T h e

Geysers”; the second in Mexico near Mex i-

cali, Cerro Prieto; and the third, also in

M exico, Los Azulfres, in the pine-forested

hills south of the city of Morelia, capital of

the state of Michoacan. All three occupy

vast tracts of land. The Cerro Prieto loca-

tion, comprising four generation plants,

t a kes 30 minutes to drive across at freeway

speed, and it has a total general capacity of

about 750 MW, less than three-quarters the

capacity of a single one-acre nuclear reactor

unit at Diablo Canyon on the California

coast. The construction of Los Azulfres

required the clear-cutting of a portion of the

forests providing the home of the monarch

b u t t e r f l y. Most estimates I have seen put the

potential at no more than 1% of future ener-

gy requirements for hydrothermal exc h a n g e

of “geyser” liquid or gas thermal energy

with secondary water to make steam for

electricity generation. That is, if it were

allowed and could overcome serious corro-

sion problems in the heat exchange piping.

H o w e v e r, the geothermal source I believe

M r. Sieke refers to principally relates to

“deep well” or “hot dry rock” geothermal

formations located adjacent to the earth’s

mantle. Surface water would be heated at

these extreme depths and returned to the

surface for electricity production or stored,

as Mr. Sieke suggests, at the subterranean

thermal source. Several attempts have been

made to exploit such sources. The project I

have been most aware of, thanks to input

from my Electric Power Research Institute

and Department of Energy colleagues famil-

iar with a spectrum of geothermal technolo-

gies, was the effort near Los Alamos Nation-

al La b o r a t o ry that terminated in 1997. The

study concluded that the cost for a 4-km

well would run around $3.5 million, and

would “increase substantially” and nonlin-

early with depth. Such a well located over a

n e a r-surface “hot dry rock” formation could

generate possibly 2 MW of electric power. 

M r. Sieke proposes wells as deep as 16

miles (~ 26 km). Let’s make the conserva-

tive assumption that about $20 million

would be expended in drilling it. To pro-

duce 1,350 MW (the capacity of a single

modern advanced boiling water reactor

( A BWR) nuclear unit) would require 675

wells at a total drilling cost of $13.5 billion.

The newest 1,350 MW ABWR unit in oper-

ation in Japan cost around $2,000/kW or

$2.7 billion for every t h i n g. Thus, even if it

were possible to drill to the depths Mr.

S i e ke suggests at present costs for more

shallow wells, the wells alone would cost

five times as much as a finished nuclear

plant for a given potential power output.

If Mr. Sieke does indeed have a unique

approach to boring and drilling, I would

imagine there would be many interested

parties who would like to know more.

Corrections
The following corrections have been made  to

the June/July issue of The Industrial Physicist

o n l i n e: 

In “Polymer LEDs,” (Briefs) by Eric Lerner, p.

14, the final sentence should read, “We also

expect to increase the wavelength to 1.5 µm,

the best wavelength for telecommunications,”

says Te s s l a r.

In “Silicon–Germanium Gives Semiconduc-

tors the Edge,” by Jennifer Ouellette, p. 24,

under “Characterizing Silicon–Germanium,”

Rudolph Technologies is located in Flanders,

New Jersey.

L E T T E R S T O T H E E D I T O R

Mail letters to The Editor, The Industrial

P hy s i c i s t , One Physics Ellipse, College Pa rk ,

MD 20740-3842; fax  (301-209-0842);

e-mail (tip@aip.org); or respond from our

Web site (www. t i p m a g a z i n e . c o m , c l i c k

“Write to the Editor”).
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